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we expect wo~d order to act as a reliable syntactic signal, poetry where we
expect these signals to be distorted by rhetorical and aesthetic pressures. We
should perhaps be wary of our expectations in these matters.
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One of the most puzzling verbal forms in the Gathas'is the hapax 3 pI.
cikoitaras, found at Y 32.11. The passage is given by Kellens and Pirart as
follows: 1

taeci! rna moraI)dan jijatiim, yo; draguu&I)ti5 mazbiS cikoitaras
auvhIsca ayhauuascaJ apaiieitI raexanaoha va€dam
yoi vahjgta! ~aona, mazdii riir;}sjj~ manayho
'lis corrompent rna substance, les (mauvais) maitres et maitresses qui se
signalent comme des partisans de la Tromperie par de grands (torts) n. ,
s'eloignant ainsi, 0 Mazda, de la tres divine Pensee et de l'Harmonie.'
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Similar interpretations - at least as far as the nuclear relative clause yai
dkoiw~s is concerned - are offered by lnsler ('who appear as')2 and Humbach

('die ... glanzen')3 All these scholars take c.ikaitaros to be the 3 pI. perfect of
the root cit- (::: Ved. cit- 'understand, appear'). Independent evidence for a
perfect of this root in Indo-Iranian comes from Vedic (cf. ciketa, dkitur, dkite,
cikit(ri)re, etc.), Younger Avestan (ptcp. cici6uii-) , and Gathic itself (ptcp.
cici6f3a Y 43.2). The meaning 'appear' (~ 'se signaler', 'gHinzen'), though not
otherwise found in Avestan, recurs in the perfect middle forms in Vedic (cf. pra
nu yad ~am mahinii cikitre 'now that they have appeared in their grandeur' RV
I 186.9, sak<iIp naro dazpsanair ii cikitrire 'all at once the men have appeared
in (all) their wondrousness' 1166.13)4
Yet cikaitaras (i.e., /cikaitrs/),' if it is indeed a 3 pI. perfect, is a very
peculiar one. The other 3 pI. perfects in Avestan are GYAv. !rJha.ri1 (: ah-),
GYAv. iidar~ (: ad-), GAv. caxnatO (: kan-), YAy. +caxraro (7) (: kar-), YAy.
dallaro (: do.-), YAy. bapraro (: bar-), YAy. biihuuaro (: bii-), vaona.ri1 (: van-) ,
YAy. villara (: vid-), YAy. iriri6aro (: rili-), YAv.. ',ljastaro (: oto.-). All these
forms, unlike cikaita~s, show the zero-grade that is regular in the perfect plural
in Indo-Iranian and the other early IE languages (cf. Ved. c.ikitur, dad(h)ur,
viduI', tasthur, etc.; Gk. ot&rx : t~v, Go. wait: witun, etc.). The ending -iI~S
< '-IS is also exceptional. The normal ending of the 3 pI. perfect in Avestan is
not -alaS but GAv. -ar5, YAv. -~, continuing IIr. *-ar < *-!, with the same
lCf. Kellens _ Pirart (1988: 121). I am grateful to James Benson, Stanley Insier and

Stephanie Jamison for their help during the planning and writing of this paper. lowe

&

special debt to Professor Beekes, whose comments on an o.raI version delivered.in Leiden in
April, 1996 did mum to clarify my presentation here.
'Cf. Jnsler (1975: (7).
'cr. Humbach (1959: 98).
"Transla.tions after Insier (1975: 206).
5 As

correctly interpreted by BeeI= (1988: 24).
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phonological treatment of word-final '-, as in yakara 'liver' (= Gk.7j1tlXp) and
Ved. ahar 'day'. IIr. '-es, which gave the regular 3 pI. perfect in -ur in Vedic
(cf. gen. sg.. pitrir < '-te-s), is otherwise found in Avestan only in the 3 pI.
optatIve (ef. YAv. dai9iiiiras beside dai9ii{W (: dii-), jamiiiiras beside jamiian
(: jam-), buiiiiras beside buii{W (: bii-), ·saciiiiras (: hac-)}. This "optative" u~e
of*-{'S, w~ich is also regular in Vedic (cf. gamyur, bhiiyur1 etc.), was clearly an
Indo-Iraman feature. What is unclear is how *-[5 and *-r were distributed in
the perfect itself, wh~re the Vedic evidence points to *-ri . but where Avestan
has both *-rs and *~f - the former in the apophonically deviant dki5ita~s the
latter in ~very other perfect in the language.
I
1
As I have argued elsewhere, the 3 pI. perfect ending had three formal variants in, the pa~ent la:nguage.6 The allomorph *-ri appears in cikoitaras the
Vedic 3 pI. perfect in -ur, and the Indo-Iranian optative forms just discu~ed.
The byform *-r, which gave Av. -~, appears outside Indo-Iranian in the Old
Irish 3 pI. preterite ending -(aJtar < '-ontar, which shows the addition of *-r
(> '-ar), the ending of the 3 pI. perfect, to the '-ont of the thematic aorist
(cf. 3 .pl.. lotar 'we:t~ < *~udontar < ~blludh6~t (~ Gk. 7jAu90") + '-e}. The
thIrd vanant was -er , w~lch appe.ar~ In Lat. -ere (I.e., *-er + hJe et nune *i)
and, p~obabl; also underl,les the HIttIte 3 pl..preterite in -Or (ti-i-e-er '(they)
put, u-e-er (they) came, etc.). The patterning of these forms suggests that
the orIginal shape of the 3 pI. perfect ending was '-(oJrs, structurally parallel to the active ending *-(e)nt. The zero-grade variant *-rs was retained into
the dialectal period, giving *-rs in Indo-Iranian. Full-grad; *-ers, on the other
hand, was. converted to '-~r by an inner-IE sound change - the phonological
rule, farmhar from the nominative singular of r- and n-stem nouns (cf. *ph t~r
'fath'<'ht'
Y.'
) , that took sequences
2"" of
er *
T er-:, _*Y...!."
u~s-en ox < *
uA~-~n-s,
etc.
7
the form -vas to - VR 10 word-final posltlon. The s-less zero-grade variant
*-r pro~ably ~rose as an ~arly compromise between '*-rs and *-er « *-ers). At
some tIme ~fter the creatIon of *-r, but still within the common period the 3
pI. mi~dle.~n~ings '-r~ \cf. Ved. "!re '(they) lie', impf. iSe.ra[nJ) and '-~ro (cf.
YAv. ayhaue (they) SIt (= Skt. asate)} were. created or reformed on the basis
of the '-e and '-iir of the perfect. s
.

e

6Most recently in Jasanotr (1994: 150). .
7The ,rule is best known from its statement by Szemerenyi (1970: 155). The parallel change
of word-final "'- \1:RH to -.'VR is discussed by Nussbaum (1986: 1291.).
8The tenn "perfect endings" is technically a misnomer, albeit a convenient one. *-h e
"'-th:le, --e, "'-(e)es, etc. were originally the endings of a pre-PlE category which, for w~t
of a better term, I have called the "Protomiddle" (cr. Jasanoff 1994: 163f.). Protomiddle
paradigms which became "true" middles in late Proto-Indo-European underwent a series
~f inner-~ formal re~ewals, including a.) the elimination of paradigmatic ablaut, b) the
mtroductJon of the nuddle hie et nunc particle *r, and c) the generalization of o-timbre
in ~he third, person endings (e.-g., 3 sg. *"-0(1'), later also "'-to(r». Protomiddle paradigms
which were n?t ~ewed a9 nuddles, on the other hand, retained their ''perfect'' endings
and ablaut, Yielding a) perfects-proper, characterized by e--reduplication *0: zero ablaut
and resultative stative meaning; and b) actives of the "h;ae.conjugation," built to a variety of
stem types and functionally indistinguishable from "mi-eonjugation" actives in *-m(i) *-s(i)
lfo_t(i), *-(e)nt(i), etc. Strictly speaking, the 3 pl. middle endings *-ro and "-ero were P:obabl;
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PIE '-Or was lost in Indo-Iranian, but both

'-rs (> IIr. '-cS) and '-r (> IIr.

*-ar) are unambiguously continued in Avestan.

Both endings, therefore, ~u~t
have been present in Proto-Indo-Iranian, where they were presumably dIstrIbuted in some principled way. *-fS was evidently the regular. r-ending in the 3
pI. optative (cf. above). '-e, on the other hand: was regular In t~e 3 pI. of the
perfect indicative - or at least in the apophontcall~ nor~al va:-Iety of ~erfe~t
indicative with zero grade in the plural (see below). ThIS endmg survived m
Avestan (vfdara, etc.) but was replaced, here and elsewhe~e, by
in Vedic
(vidrir, etc.). A trace of the 3 pI. perfect in '-ar <'-e In Indlc IS perhaps
detectable in the 3 duo ending Ved. -atur (: YAv. -atara; cf. also Ved. 2 duo
-athur), the -a- of which is best explained by aSsuming ~ re~nalysis of *-ar
as *-a- (union vowel) + *-r (desinence).9 In cikoita~s, which IS clearly not a
perfect of the apophonically "normal" type, the rationale for the appearance
of *-r.s rather than *-r is unclear.
,'
The isolation of cikoitaras in Avestan is so complete that it may come as a
shock to realize that the addition of -ur < *-rS" to the "strong" perfect stem is
fairly well attested in Vedic Sanskrit. Significantly, mos~ of the f~rms- of this
type are augmented - that is, they are pluperfects. A typIcal case IS adidhayur
'(they) appeared' (V 40.5; also rid li.dfdhayur 'looked u!" VII 33.5}.The IndoIranian root *dhi- 'look, think' orlgmally formed a stat,lve perfect WIth present
meaning, direct reflexes of which are found in Ved. 1 sg. m<!haya, 1 pI. dfdhi~a,
3 pI. drdhiyur, etc. and in YAy. 3 sg. di5aiia, ptcp. diauu~. The correspo~dmg
preterite is the pluperfect adfdhet 'appeared' (X 98.71' w~Ich has an assoclat~d
"perfect injunctive" dfdhet (X 144.3); forms of thIS kind are also found In
Iranian (e.g., YAv. I sg. ·dioaem Vy:. ~3). Ved. iididhayur, likewise a p~uperfect,
is simply the. 3 pI. counterpart of adldhet. Forms l~ke adidhet and adidhayur
have often been misinterpreted, in part because statlve perfects of the type IIr.
'dhfdhta influenced by pluperfects of the type 'li.dhfdhait, show a tendency
in both "'I~dic and Iranian to be replaced by back-formed presents of the type
*dhrdhaiti. Thus, e.g., Vedic substitutes the present participle didhiat- for the
inherited perfect participle *drdh"iv§.q:is-, while Avestan h~ a 3 sg. prese~t.,!Av.
dioiiiti (for 'dioaeiti; Yt. 10.13 etc.) and a prese~t par~I~lple YAv. daJol~'"!t-.
Note that the creation of the secondary present didhetJ would automatically
have entailed, the reanalysis of the 3 pI. pluperfect amdhayur as animperfeet. 10
Parallel to adfdhayur are the post-Rigvedic forms iibfbhayur (: bhf- 'fear';
Kh. I 7.5) and acikayur (: ci- 'observe'; MS I 10.15, etc.). iibfbhayur is the

.*-r!

influenced not by the perfect endings as such, but by the h:le-<:on.iugatio~act~ve e~dings ~-r
and *-er, just as the 3 pl. middle ending *-(e)nto was influenced by the JW-CODjugatJon active
ending *_(e)nt. cr. note 16.
. •
•
9Compare, e.g., the spread of -u- in the plural and dual of the slrong pretente m G~c
(Go. 1 duo witu « *-uwe),2 duo wituts, pl.. witum, -up, -un). where the only phonolOgJcaD.y
regular form was the 3 pI. in "'-un < "-9t.
lOOn the Avestan forms, and the 3 sg. *di5aeiti in particular, see Insier (19TI: 583f.), followed-by Kellens (1984: 183). The process by which presents were .back-formed to pluperl'~
is described at greater length by Trueme (1929; 35~.), daoorbtrng on Wacke:J'U.&l5d (1905.
305/r.).
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3 pI. pluperfect, corresponding to 3 sg. plpf. abibhet (X 1385) 3 sg
f
bibhaya, and 3 pl. perf. bibhyur (bhT- 'fear') 11 Here as in dh.' th . ~er .
nascent
t
t
h
"
1-,
ere IS a
. presen sys em: t e participle bibhyat- occurs already in the Rigveda
~nd fimte forms of the present bibMti begin to appear in the Atharvaveda. I~
he case of aCJkayur~ p,'operly the 3 pI. corresponding to 3 sg. plpf. adket (X
51.3; cf. ~ sg. perf. c,kaya, : pI. perf. dky"r), a secondary reduplicated present
appears ,.n the part~clple cJkyat- (RV) and in the 2 sg. cik€~i (AV). From the

sync:Jtromc perspective of ~ate Vedic, the pluperfects abfbhayur and acikayur
are Imperfects - a mechamcal consequence of the fact that the corresponding
perfects were rene~ed as r.eduplicated presents. It was such "neo-imperfects"
as these that gave .rIse to the synchronic rule - rarely noticed or commented on
~Y~ ID*d~EuroP;~>o!Dl~ts - that. the reduplicated presents built to roots ending in

+, -u-'. and -f- take gu'!a before the our of the 3 pI. imperfect. Forms of this
type (a~lbharurJ 3JuhavuI, asu~avur, etc.) .are canonical in Classical Sanskrit
(cf. WhItney 1889: 246-7).
he list of 3 pI. pluperfects attested in the Rigveda is not confined to
ad,dhayur. Other forms of interest include the following:

'. :r

a} aVivy~c~r (: vyac- 'encompass'; X 56.4), historically the 3 pI. pluperfect
('. 3 ~g. aVJvyak VII 18.8,63.1) corresponding to the perfect vivyiica (2 sg.
vJVyiktha); cf. also augmentless vivyacur (IX 80.1). A secondary present
appears In 3 duo viviktil) (2X)}2
,
b) amamadur (: mad- 'rejoice, delight'; VII 18.21), properly the 3 pI. pluperfect correspondmg to 3 sg. perf. mamMa; a secondary present appears in

the* 2 sg. form mamatsi (IV 21.9). Note the contrasting 3 pI. perfect mand"r

< me-md- (VII 33.1, VIII 12.13), traditionally assigned to the collateral

root mand-.

c) anonavur (: nu- 'roar, praise'; I 80.9, VIII 59.4), the 3 pI. pluperfect/
Imperfect correspondmg to the "intensive" perfect nonava (I 79 2) 3

I

P
nonuvur (VI 47.25). The 3 sg. counterpart of anonavur is (a)niinoi
45 7:
VI 3.7), occupyIng the place .of expected *anonot (cf. navTnot VI 3.7).J3
!he r~latlOnship of the mtensive perfect nOllavaJ nonuvur to the ordinary
intenSIve present nonavTti is formally the same as that of bibhiiya 'k~

(V

etc. to bibbeti, cik6ti.

'

aya,

CI

d) asisrayur (: sri- 'direct, lay'; VII 2.5, etc.), acucyavur (: cyu- 'move stir"

V 5~.6, etc.),. and I~~slavur (: SlU- 'hear'; X 94.12), pluperfects in for~ bu~
not In meanIng. asJsrayur, the. 3 pI. counterpart of 3 sg. iSisret (III 38.8,
VII 38.1), has the same pretental value as the perfect sisdya (X 42.6).'.
liThe long reduplication of abibhayur is secondary and not confined ·to the pluperl t.
perfect bibhaya is found in the Aitareya Br~a.na
ec , a
12H

..

due t~O~ b1.0ngs the 3 duo form aviviktam (X 12.4), probably not an old pluperfect but
f~o uc JV y onn.ed preteritali.zation of vivikt.i(J.
'

a

See Narten (1981: 4) and the references the~ cited.
.'t'hNote also abhf as;srayur (: sri- 'mix'; IX 11.2,.86.17),
WI
out a securely attested perfect active.

p~obably also a pluperfect

'

but
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Both the hapax aSusravur (: perf. susrava) and icucyavur (9x; cf. also 3
sg. acucyavlt, 2 pI. acucyavltana). the commonest pluperfect form in the
Rigveda, pattern synchronically as reduplicated aorists.

e) viveSur (: vis.. 'enter'; IV 23.9), probably the augmentless pluperfect (el.
2 sg. plpf. avives"i1) III 32.10) corresponding to 3 sg. perf. vivosa. The true 3
pI. perfect is vivisur (3x), with zero grade.
Although several of these forms allow more than· one interpretation, the
evidence as a whole - and in particular the pairs dldhiyUl,: adldhayur, bibhYUI :
ablbhayur, cikyur: acikayur, mandur: amamadul, .and nonuvur : anonavur-

makes it abundantly clear that in Vedic Sanskrit the 3 pl. piupedect was made
from the strong form of the perfect stem. There are no exceptions to ,this rule

in the Rigveda.
How is this peculiarity to be explained? In principle, the full-grade root of
the 3 pI. pluperfect could either have been an lndic innovation or an inheritance from· Proto-Indo-Iranian. The first possibility is unlikely, since there was

no verbal category in early Indic that could have provided a model for the replacement of 3 pI. forms of the type *idrdhiyur, *abTbhiyur, etc. by the attested
idrdhayur, abTbhayur. The vocalism of MTdhayur, abTbhayur, etc. is therefore
probably an archaism. The evidence from Iranian is consistent with this conclusion. We know from GAv. 3 sg. uriiraost (Y 51.12) 'rejected' < *rurau(t)st
< *ruraudS-t, a form related to YAy. 1 sg. perf. ·u~iiraOOa (Y 1.21), that the
pluperfect was an Indo-Iranian category. There are -no independently assured
instances of the plural of the pluperfect in Irania.n; we. therefore cannot tell by

simple inspection whether the 3 pI. equivalent of uriiraost would have had full
or zero grade of the root, or whether it would have ended in -ar5, -alaS, -a! «
*-J}t) or -on «*-ent). But the indeterminacy of the Iranian material makes it
tempting to assume that the rule for the formation of the 3 pI. pluperfect in
Avestan was the same as in Vedic Sanskrit, with the ending
a.dded to the

*-rs

"strong" perfect stem. If the Indic and Iranian pluperfects .were in fact identically formed, the 3 pI. counterpart of uluraost would have been *ururaodaras

(i.e., /ruraud,s/). Precisely such a 3 pI. form, I suggest; is attested in dkoito",s,
which is best taken not as a perfect but as a pluperfec.t.
From a semantic point of view there can be no o.bjection to the interpreta-

tion of cikoito",s as a pluperfect or perfect injunctive. The gloss 'appeared/ se
signalaient/ gliinzten' gives as good a reading of Y 32.11 as 'appear/ se signalent/ gliin2en' - at least if we follow Insler (cf. above) in taking mo",,!don,
the verb of the main clause, as a preterite (= augmeittless imperfect) rather
than as a present injunctive. If, on the other hand, we take mOlal}.dan as an

injunctive with the force of a general present ('i1s corrompent', 'they destroy',
etc.), then cikoitaras can just as easily be read as a perfect injunctive - i.e., as
a stative present of general or indefinite temporal reference ('appear from time
to time', 'se signalent de temps en temps', etc.). It is significant that in the
structurally parallel preceding verse (Y 32.10), where· the main clause verb is

3 sg. mO"'J1daf (matching mO"'J1don in Y 32. II), 'the position of cikoitoroS is
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occupied by the imperfect/ present injunctive ao~rlii.15
If cikoiwras is in fact a pluperfect or perfect injunctive, then the Indo-Iranian
system can be envisaged as follows:

3 sg.
perfect indicative
*Cikait-a
pluperfect/ perfect injunctive *cikaitS-t

3 pI.
*CiCit-i (> *Ciki-)

*cikait-p

. The form *cikait-rS is from every point of view an anomaly. Yet peculiar as
the above array may seem~ it has a logic of its own. *-£5, as opposed to *-I,
patterns specifi~ally as a secondary ending in Indo-Iranian - not only in the
pair *CiCit-t: *ejkait-fS, but also in the optative, where the s-less ending *-r
does not occur. In both the pluperfect and the optative, moreover, the role
of *-.rs is that of an ordinary active ending, paradigmatically associated with
a 1 sg. in *-m, a 2 sg. in *-8, and a 3 sg. in *-t. The rationale .for the use
of *-($ in the active optative has been discussed elsewhere (cf. Jasanoff 1991:
l11ff.). As I have there argued, the PIE optatives corresponding to the active
presents and aorists of the "h.ze-conjugation" - the formal types represented,
e.g., by *molh:r/ *melh:r (pres.) 'grind' and *J!on-/ *!!en- (aor.) 'strive for'
- were probably originally characterized by the h 2 e-conjugation (i.e., perfect)
endings. 16 This situation is not directly continued in the daughter languages;
at some point prior to the breaRup of Proto-Indo-Iranian, and probably within
the parent language itself, forms of the type 1 sg. *melh:rihrhze, *J!en-ihrhze,
2 sg. *melh 2-ih r th 2e, *!Jen-ihrth~, and 3 sg. *melh:rihre, *!Jen-ihre, which
were functionally active, were regularized to 1 sg. *melh:rihrm, *!!en-ihrm, 2
sg. *melhrillrs, *!!en-ilJrs, and 3 sg. *melh:rihrt, *!!en-ihrt (== YAv. vainfD,
with the ordinary active endings. J7 Only in the 3 pl., for reasons that are still
15The li.ne is lluuo rna lIa srauui morn~lda! yfi a.cist~m vaenaghe aogadi / / g~m a.sibiia
huuarlolca, rendered 'n corrompt mes hYJIUleS, I'honune qui en prononce un tres mauvais pour
voir de ses yeux la Vache et Ie saleH' (Kellens-Pirart), 'Each such man has (also) ruined Thy
teachings: the one who has proCessed the worst in 'order to see the cow and the S\U1 with his
eyes' (Insler), 'Derje.llige Mann verdirbt die Verkftndigungen, der gar Schlimmes ausspricht,
wn die Kuh und die Sonne mit seille11 Augen zu smauen' (Humbach).
l6ec. note 8. h:;;)e-conjugation aorists oC the type *.1.'60-/ *.I.'en-, which employed a suppletive
sigmatic stem C" .I.'~n-s-, etc.) in the 3 sg. indicative, eventually gave rise to s-aorists of the
classical type in Indo-Iranian, Greek and other branches of the Camily. Sigllificantly, however, the 'optative paradigm corresponding to the s-aorist indicative was never sigmatized in
Indo-Iranian (cC. Hoffmann 1967: 31f.), where the root aorist optatives that replace s-aorist
optatives (e.g., Ved. 3 sg. vany~.1 (: indic. valps-, subj. varpsa.-), YAv. vaini] (: GAv. subj.
vfil)gha-)) can be shown to have had an acrostatic paradigm different from that of ''nonnaI''
root aorist optatives (Jasanoff, loc. cit.).
17 1 here depart from the chronology of my 1991 article, where I interpreted the replacement
oC forms of the type 3 sg. *.I.'en-jlI 1-e by *~n-jlJl-t as a purely Indo-Iranian development and
saw the Greek s-aorist optative in *-0'14, *-cna..;, ... _O'~f.. (cC. Cretan BlXa.XO'lE, XOO'lJ.l1O'lt) as an
inner-Greek siglllatization of older 1 sg. "'-ia « *-ih1-h:;;)e), 3 sg. *-ie « *-ih1-e), etc. (1l6ff.).
Partly owing to the parallelism between the h~e-conjugation optative and the pluperfect, J
now think it likelier that the "alphathematic" inflection of the Greek s-aorist optative was
entirely a Greek ilUlovation, replacing late PrE *-ih1-m, *-ih1-s, *-ih1-t.
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unclear, did the inherited perfect ending survive. Eventually, 3 pI. forms of the
type *melhrihrfS, *J!en-ih r!'S became the point of departure for the (originally
optional) extension of IIr. *-[5 to all athematic optativesY~
A comparable replacement of the perfect endings by. the active endings seems'
to have taken place in the pluperfect. Although the relevant forms are often
overlooked, a pluperfect of the Indo-Iranian type. is· attested in a number of
other IE languages. In Greek, for example, the plural and dual of the Homeric
pluperfect are formed by adding the normal active secondary endings to the
perfect stem (cf. I pI. (1)1time",v 'we believed', 3 duo llx<Tjv « *F'F'x<iXv) 'they
(two) resembled', etc.), exactly as in Vedic and Avestan. 19 The still unexplained Greek pluperfect singular in -w, -E.or.~, -E.l/-E.E. (1 sg. (l)7tE.7toi9E.Cl 'I believed"
etc.) is probably a late replacement of the inherited singular in *-lp, *-s, *-t
- endings which would have led to inconveniently shortened surface forms in
the 2 sg. and 3 sg. (e.g., 2 sg. *(I)1ti1to\~ < *-th-s, 3 sg. *(I)1ti1to" < *-th-t;
2 sg. *(I)AIAo\o/ < *-k~-s, 3 sg. *(I)AIAO< < *-k~-t, etc.).'o In Hittite, an old
pluperfect was probably the source of the irregular Middle Hittite form wewakta « *~e~6Ji-t), which patterns synchronically as the 3 sg. preterite of the
perfecto-present 3 sg. wewakki 'demands' « PIE 3sg. perf. *!,!e!}oJC-e 'wishes';
cf. Ved. ptep. vavaSana- cdesiring').21 Further afield, Germanic preserves a pluperfect in the isolated and irregular Gothic prohibitive' ni ogs (pus) 'fear not!'
The 2 sg. form ogs, a derivative of the preterito-present « perfect) ogan 'fear'
« *agh-), is usually referred to a "short-vowel" perfect subjunctive in *_e-S. 22
But no other trace of the PIE subjunctive remains in Germanic, and prohibitions in the parent language were expressed not with the subjunctive but
with the unaugmented secondary tenses of the indicative, i.e., the present, a0rist, and perfect injunctive. The simplest interpretation of ogs, therefore, is as
a pluperfect/ perfect injunctive *agh-s; compare Ved. m~ bibhelJ (AV), also
meaning 'fear not!'
Proto-Indo-European would thus seem to have had a pluperfect in *-m, *-s,
*-t (* k.l.'ek~oit-1p, *bheb1JoidlJ-rp, *!!eJ!oK-lp, etc.), which contrasted with the
18Pr~IIr. *-ih)-cs, of course, would regularly have given *-i(y)ur in Vedic; the a.ttested
scanSion _yur shows the influence of the -yii- of the other active foImS. The *-J..ii.- of YAv.
-;;§mS is likewise analogical.
19So too in the 3 pI., where -act\l (e.g., (F)lO'O:V '(they) knew') is synchronically simply an
active secondary ending. The pluperfect middle (e.g., 3 sg. (t)7ttxuO"to 'understood', f.~O
'was fated', etc.) js fonned in the same way as the plural and dual of the active.
20The endings -ta., -Ea..;, -f4-u. will be discussed in a forthcoming study by Joshua Katz.
The unique pluperfect singular of the verb 'to Jmow', which rests on a stem *(e)weid-e- (d.
especially 2 sg. 'I'i(F)dol1';, nBTjO'6a.), is best explained, in my view, as a back-formation from
the optative (f)d&ll1V - itself an inner-Greek replacement of the inherited perfect optative
*(r)U:TJV (= Ved. vidyfm).
21The forms are discussed by Oettinger (1979: 432£.). where two OCCUI1'eIIces of we~ta.
are quoted; only the citation at KUB XLIII 23 Rs 12', however, is valid, as Gillian Hart
points out to me. Oettinger's attempt (p. 433) to refer wewakld and wewalcta to a PIE
present *.I.'c.I.'oi-ti is prima. facie improbable, since such a present ought to have yielded a
mi-verb in Hittite. The accent of the Vedic 2 sg. present vavaqi shows it to be a neologism
like mamatsi (d. a.bove), ba.ck-forzD.ed from a pluperfect -klckloIC-s.
22S o , e.g., Bammesberger (1986: '89), Krause (1968: 227).
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familiar perfect in *-h"e, *-tll"e, *-e (*k~ek~6it-h"e, *bhebhOidh-h"e, *~e~6/i
h~). The.endings *-m, *-5, *-t, etc. served, in effect, as the "secondary" perfect
endings; their introduction into the perfect system was presumably motivated
by a need to distinguish between the use of the perfect as a stative present
and its ancillary pre-PIE use as a stative preterite. 23 As IIr. *Cikait-cs shows
us, however, the use of the active secondary endings for this purpose was not
quite universal. The 3 pI. of the -nascent pluperfect seems never to have passed
through a stage *k~ekMit-eIJt or *k~ekJ.!jt-~t, with the active ending *-(e)nt.
Rather, as the Vedic and Avestan evidence suggests, the 3 pI. pluperfect retained its original r-ending, which here, as in the h~conjugation optative, took
the form
The r-ending,of*cikaitrs, which contrasts with the other pluperfect endings,
is thus probably an archaism. But what of the other notable peculiarity of
*tik.iitrs - its ablaut grade? Our decision in the preceding discussion to treat
the fuB grade of Ved. iidldhayur, ablbhayur, etc. as an Indo-Iranian, rather
than as a purely Indic, feature was made necessary by the impossibility ofmotivating a replacement of the type *iidldhiyur -+ adldhayur within Vedic. Yet
the prospects for explaining a replacement of the type *(a)eikitrs ---> *(a)Cikaitrs
at the Indo-Iranian level ate not much better. We must therefore consider the
third logical possibility, namely, that the full grade of IIr. *Cikliitrs, like its
ending, was inherited from Proto-Indo-European itself. Seen from the vantage
point of the parent language, the vocalism of * Cikaitrs is not altogether surprising, The canonical *0 : zero ablaut of the perfect, though often discussed as if
it were a typical IE alternation pattern, was actually quite exceptional within
the PIE system. Alternations of *e with zero, *e with *e, and *0 with *e are all
well attested in IE paradigms, both nominal and verbal. 24 On the other hand,
apparent cases of *0 : zero ablaut are usually replacements of an older *0 : *e
pattern, as, e.g., in root nouns (type *~6iK-S 'cl~', gen. *!:!iJ(-es (cf. Ved. vis~),
replacing older gen. *yen,_s),25 suffixed nouns (*d6r-u 'wood', gen. *dr-eu-s (cf.
Ved. dr64) , replacing older gen. *der-u-s) ,26 and root presents (*xonk-e 'hangs' ,

*-rs.

23 1 here assume, following the conununis opinio, that the perfect, like the present and
aorist, was originally l<timeless" in the parent language. The category of tense eventually
came to be expressed in the present system through the primary: secondary opposition in
the personal endings. In the perfect system, where there was no contrast between, e.g., a 1 sg.
"primary" *"'-h~ei and a 1 sg. l'secondary" *-h:;Je, the secondary endings of the present were
pressed into service to mark the new preterite of the perfe<:t. Note that there is no empirical
basis for the claim that the perfect is still neutral as to time in the older IE languages: the
preterite of Gk. '1tl1to19t. 'believes' is'the pluperfe<:t (L):n:£1tol9£l lbelieved', and the preterite
of Ved. dldhtya 'appears' is the pluperfect adidhet 'appeared'. On the special case of OIr.
ro'!itir, which means both 'knows' and 'knew', see note 30.
2(The "'e : zero pattern is familiar, e.g., from root nouns of the type :d;"e~-I *di~.' lsky'
and root presents like *h1es../ lfIh1s-' 'be'; the "'S: *l pattern is found, e.g., in noWlS of
the type *Jac"'-rl *j,6k."'-n. 'liver' (d. Schindler 1975: Sf.) and "Narten" presents like *st'iu-/
*steu- 'praise' (cf. Narten 1968). The ·0 : *e pattern, originally identified and described in
root nouns of the type ·p&d.-I ·peel- 'foot' (SchincUer 1972: 32ft'.), is further exemplified in
the following discussion.

"Cr. Schindler (1972, 34f!.).
26Cf. Schindler (1975: 7).
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3 pI. */iQk-enti (cf. Hitt. kankanzi), replacing older 3 pI. *lienk-Qti).27 Only in
the perfect does "'0 : zero ablaut appear to have bee.n .genuinely ancient, and
even here, given the productivity of zero grade as the PIE "weak" vocalism par
28
excellence, it cannot be proved that this was the orig~nal pattern.
It is precisely the evidence of the pluperfect, in fact, that suggests that
the attested *0 : zero ablaut pattern of the perfect .may be secondary. As we
have seen, the PIE perfect: pluperfect contrast probably reflects a prehistoric
functional split. A form like 1 sg. "'!!6id-h~, which primitively meant both
'I know' and 'I knew', came to be represented at a' later linguistic stage by
two forms - *!!6id-h~ 'I know' and *!!oid-rp 'I knew'.29 We can represent this
development by a diagram:
*~6id-h"e 'I know/knew'
*y6id-h~ 'I

.,/
know'

\,

*!:!6id-lp II knew'

Similarly, in the 2 sg.:
*y6id-th~

'you know/kn·ew'
.,/
\,
* ~ojd-th~ 'you know'
*uoid-s 'you knew'
and in the 3 sg.:
*~6id-e

'(s)he knows/knew'
.,/
\,
*!:!6id-e '(s)he knows/knew'
*uoid-t '(s)he knew'
In the 3 pl., there is good reason to believe that the late PIE representative
of the perfect proper was *!:!jd-~r « *-ers) 'they know', with zero grade of the
root and the accented full-grade variant of the underlying ending *-(e)rs. In the
pluperfect, on the other hand, the Indo-Iranian evidence points to a p.reform
of the type *!!oid-rs or *!:!eid-rs, with an indeterminate full grade. Leavmg the
unknown elements unspecified, we obtain the schema

*u..id-_ 'they know/knew'
A

.,/

*~id-& 'they know'

\,

*~":'id-rs 'they knew)

_ where the simplest "solution" is plainly
27 According to Melchert (1994: 139), the PIE e-grade *lienk- would have given *k.ink:- in
Hittite. Starting from roots of the structure TERT-, where -tl-·gave -aR- b~ ~e~ar ~~d
change, the vowel -a- (never -a-) enjoy~d a coru:iderab~e secondary productIVlty.m-Hittlte.
The Hittite '~orphologjcal" zero-grade In *-1-- will be discussed at greater length m Jasanoff
(to appear).
. '
. .....~-: ..
28 Another category with secondary *0 : zero ablaut IS the Indo-hanian aonst _ v e
(type Ved. ahodhi 'awoke', pI. ahudhraD; d. Jasanoft'1992: 143ft'., Inslcr 1968). The SPread.of
zero grade a.t the expense of e-grade in "weak" position is not, of course, ~~ed~ ~nes
with *0: *e ablaut, but is also found in paradigms of the type Ved.. staut. « steu-tJ1. pI.
stuvanti (for "'stavati < *st.eJrVti; .d. Narten o~. ci~., l~ff.).
.
29This example, atypical in its lac:k. of reduplication, IS chosen purely for convenience.
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*~!1id-rs

'they know/knew'

\"

-/
*I}jd-~r (they know'

*U~id-fS 'they knew'

I suggest, therefore, that e-grade, and not zero grade, was the original "weak"
vocalism of the perfect. By late PIE times, of course, the system had changed:
zero 'grade had clearly been introduced into the forms of the plural, as shown by
Ved. vjdiir, Gk. !crMt, Go. witun, etc. But in the 3 pl., at least, the replacement
of e-grade by zero grade seems to have been an innovation confined to the

perfect proper. In the 3 pI., and perhaps originally throughout the whole plural
and dual of the pluperfect, the pluperfect was distinguished from the perfect
by its retained ,accented e-grade, the relic of an older acrostatic paradigm with
*0: *e ablaut. 3o

If this explanation of the 3 pI. pluperfect is correct, we can refine our account
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comparatively few perfects where *,rs was etymologically justified. The result
would have been the system reconstructible for the latest stage of Proto-IndoEuropean:
perfect proper
«normal" perfect stems
Illong_vowel" perfect stems

*-~r

pluperfect

* -!S
* ' -{S
I

* ' -r

The extension of *-r to the oxytone 3 pI. of "normal" perfects - the process
that culminated in th~ generalization of *-C (> GAv, -ar., YAv. -a",) at the
expense of *-er in Indo-Iranian and elsewhere - must ha.ve been a development

of the dialectal period. 3z

.

We have come a considerable distance from cikoitarns, and it may be useful
to review our main findings. The "strong" vocalism of the 3 pI. pluperfect

of the distribution of*-er, *-r, and *-rsin late Proto-Indo-European and ProtoIndo-Iranian (cf. ahove). Apophonically "normal" 3 pI. perfects like *~id-~r,
*k~ek~jt-~r, etc. were oxytone at the time of the breakup of the parent language
and took the accented full-grade form of the ending *-(e)rs. But alongside the

in Vedic (ad,dhayur, ab,bhayur, etc.) invites the assumption that cikijit:>",.

normal perfect, the parent language also had a number of marginal perfect
types, including an acrostatic "Narten" class with *0: *5 ablaut (cf. Gk. ElW9E
'is accustomed', rErWVE 'shouts') and a second acrostatic type with *a: *.1
ablaut (cf. Gk. (at) A£AeXe, 'is unnoticed (by you)', OJr. ro·!limair 'dared', Lat.
scaby 'scratched', etc.}.31 In perfects like these, the root was always accented,

forms (*CiCiti, *T)idt, etc.). The formal diffe:ence· between the ~ pI. perfect

and both the perfect and pluperfect would regularly have ended in *-cs in the
3 pI. In tabular form:
perfect proper
"normal" perfect stems
"long-vowel" perfect stems

*-~r

*, -fS

pluperfect
* ' -fS
*' -fS

We can now see why *-er and *-!S were eventually joined by the analogical
s-Iess variant *-C. *-cs was the ending of the 3 pI. pluperfect in all stem types;
*-{S also occurred in the perfect proper, but only in the small minority of
perfect stems that belonged to one of the two 1I10ng-vowel" types. It would
have been very natural, therefore, for speakers to reanalyze the final *-s of *-rs

as a morphological mark of the pluperfect, and to replace *-cs by *-! in the
30 Although it would be reasonable to suppose that e-grade was once the general weak
vocalism of the pluperfect, it is impossible to confirm this from the meager Vedic evidence
(cf. note 12). In Greek, the zero grade of forms like htl1t~alU\l, llx'tT\\l, etc. is easily explainable
as a transfer from the perlecti the same is true a. fortiori of the heavily remade 3 pI. pluperfect
(r)laOtv. As will be argued elsewhere, the paradigm of the verb 'to know' in Celtic (OIr. ro.-IUir
'knows, mew' « *wid.r-), MW -3 sg. gwyr 'knows' « *weid-r-), pI. gw(y)dant « *wid-»
rests on an amalgam of the perfect *lJoid-/ ""pd- and the pluperfect *lJoid-/ $lJeid- (3 pI.

*/.!eid-p).

.

,.

31The weak stem corr~onding to )'D.lie- appears in fonns like 3 sg. mid. 1t)'CtO'"tCt~. ptcr·
The existence of a. weak stem in .... 0. in the type etw6E: « *sesj.!.odh-) is purely
conjectural.
).E:).Cta~vo.., etc.

was likewise a form of this type. But if this surmise is correct, then Proto-IndoIranian must have had 3 pI. pluperfect. of the type * (a)Cikaitrs, *(a)~aidrs, etc.,

which contrasted in both ablaut and ending with the corresponding perfect
and pluperfect can only be explained in the hght of the pre-IE hIstory of the
pluperfect. While there is no way that the vocalism of * (a)cikaitr§ could have
been generated in the pluperfect within Indo-Iranian, an inner-IE l:placement

of e-grade by zero grade in the plural of the perfectw~uldhave been In complete
agreement with the general tendency of morp~ologJcal change m late ProtoIndo-European, We are thus led to a conclUSIOn ·of unexpected generahty -

that the PIE perfect system was originally characterized by *0 : *e ablaut, and
that pluperfects of the type 3 pI. *k~ek~eit!s/ *(a)cikaitrs/cikijit:>",' preserve
the inherited weak stem more faithfully than any of the attested forms of the
perfect proper.
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L'accusatif pluriel des themes en

-a- en avestique

Jean Kellens
(College de France)
Les chapitres paralleles du debut du Yasna presentent l'etrange divergence

y 3.2 aesm~ aiiese yeSti baciai rinumaine ... = y 4.1 a.esm~ca baoiarmca ...
pairica da&mahI aca vaeoaiiamahI = Y 7.2 ~aiia daa~i aesma baciaj xsniimaine ... L'independance relative de Y 4.1 n'est pas surprenante: sa liste litanique est differente de celie des autres chapitres et, la coordination en fait foi,
autrement structuree. Pa~ contre, la disparite entre les chapitres 3 et 7, identiques al'exception du groupe verbal, parait anormale., Johanna Narten (ASA

134 n. 2), eomme I'avait fait Bartholomae (AIW 27 et 918), diagnostique pourtant deux constructions distinctes: aesm~ ... baoia; aUierait accusatif pluriel et
instrumental comitatif, tan dis que aesma baciai serait. un dvandva accusatif. Je
reste persuade qu'une variation syntaxique entre ces'passages est une anornalie, d'autant que l'instrumentaJ comitatif est toujours une solution de facilite et
que Ie comitatif de l'objet n'est pas siirement usite (Kellens, Second European
Conference of Iranian Studies, Roma 1995, 354 n. 17, notant la pauvrete du

materiel releve par Kellens-Pirarl, TVA II 6-7).
II est preferable de reconnaitre en aesmiL'''' baoia; un veritable dvandva combinant deux particularites plausibles: insertion de mots entre les deux termes 1 ,

eomme dans RS 7.42.5 ~ nlikla barJii~ sadalam u~isii (AIG II I, 151 sq.),
et desinence plurielle du terme impliquant une reelle pluralite, comme dans

Ie voeatif indramarulal) de RS 2.29.3 (ibid. 156). Maispourquoi la desinenee
plurielle ne figure-t-elle pas dans Y 7.2?
aesma n'est pas une le9lD incontestable. La situation est la suivante selon

Geldner: aesma Pt4 Mf4 J5.6.7 HI L13 KIl, aesmi J2 Mfl.2.3 B2, ~me
J3 L2, aesm5 K5 P6, aesmahe L3. Certaines de ces, le~ons sont sans autorite
. reelle. aesma de Pt4 et Mf4 ne s'impose pas, puisque Mil, copie plus ancienne
du meme modele, lit aesmi. De meme aesm5 de K5,. car J2, qui descend plus

directement du modele commun, lit lui aussi aesmi. aesme de J3 est isoIe au
sein des "trois traditions pehlevies. En fait, Ie choix se"sif.ue entre Msma de la
Vulgate (Videvdad et Yasna sade iodien) et Msmi, qui est absurde, mais qui
est la le~on originale commune aux traditions pehlevies indiennes et iraniennes
et a la sade iranienne.
Or, dans la phrase suivante, la meme lel$QD absurde haomi, au lieu de haoma
attendu et figurant effectivement dans Y 3.3, est si massivement representee

que Geldner se sent oblige de s'y tenir: haomi J2.3.6.7 K5.4.11 Pt4 Mfi.2.4
HI L13.2 01.2 Cl Bbl, baome K6, baoma J5 L20.5, haomabe L3. baoma
n'est pas atteste et baome est negligeable, puisque K6 est une copie de J3,
1 Dans

Y 3, Ie groupe verbal aiiese ydti suit toujours la liste des objets. ParadoJ:a1ement,

son insertion entre ces deux-ci ctablit-elle entre eux une relation differente de Ill. simple
asyndete?

